
 
 
Creative Circle Student Competition 2016 
Win Tickets to sit with the Gold Judges at the Creative Circle Ball 
 
The Student brief  
Is to create a 48$ poster execution to run during the week of the Creative Circle Ball at the Roundhouse 
that unites the Creative Circle with the Creative Equals cause. This competition is only open to students. 
 
The Prize 
The student team that wins the competition and has their idea put into production will win tickets to be 
guests of the Creative Circle for the full main event. They will be seated with the Creative Equals team as 
well as the Creative Circle Gold Judges. They will also be invited to choose which Gold Judge they would 
like to give them a book crit at a future date after the event. 
 
Objective 
Demonstrate why balanced creative teams with diverse (and female) perspectives drive more culturally 
relevant work.  
 
Core Thought:  
Creative equality powers better business. 
 
Sum it up:  
What want them to think: ‘That could make a real difference to my business.’ 
What we want them to feel: ‘Shocked/surprised – I hadn’t thought about it this way before’. 
What we want them to do: ‘Sign up now’; to get more of adland’s senior management aware of the issue – 
and play their role in making change happen. 
 
Mandatories:  
Creative Equals and Creative Circle logos 
Strap: Creative Equals better business 
Call to actions: www.creativeequals.org @CreativeEqual 
 
With the limitations of time the execution that wins should be a graphic or at least with a very simple 
photographic element. 
 
Timings 
Concepts submitted    5th April 
Winning Concept approved   8th April 
Poster up     25th April 
 
ABOUT CREATIVE EQUALS: 
Creative Equals is here to work with industry, agencies and recruitment to create more pathways to 
success for female creative talent. Because right now, they don't make it to critical leadership roles. The 
fact is you can be what you can't see. That's why we've developed a tangible hands-on action plan to 
help female talent stay in the industry, move up 'one rung' - and make it to the top.  
  
Creative Equals aims to become the gender equality kite-mark of advertising creative industry.   Wherever 
talented female creatives see the logo, they’ll know this organisation - agency, recruiter, or industry 
awards - recognises the issues and  is committed to change.  
 



Creative Equals is a non-profit organization. 
 
We're partnering with Creative Circle to spread the word. 
 
You can find out more at www.creativeequals.org 
 
CREATIVE EQUALS BRAND TONE OF VOICE:  
We’re all about the balance. This isn’t about bra-burning feminism, it’s pointing out the inequality and 
showing how/why addressing it is good for everyone. For now, men dominate the C-suites so they are our 
audience. As a brand, we’re not finger-pointing. We’re informative, action-orientated, supportive, 
inclusive.  
 
Further Creative Equals reading:  
The Guardian – http://www.theguardian.com/women-in-leadership/2016/feb/03/how-advertising-industry-
fails-women 
Creative Review – https://www.creativereview.co.uk/cr-blog/2016/march/five-ways-on-how-to-get-more-
female-creatives-to-the-top-in-advertising/ 


